
Using Your PlexiCam 
It’s important to Keep a few things in mind:


Adjust your PlexiCam so that the webcam is as 
close to the screen as possible. This reduces the 
amount of the screen obscured by the webcam. 


• Position the shelf so that you are able to see 
the person you are talking to just above or just 
below the webcam. The closer the person’s 
eyes are to the position of the webcam the 
more natural you will look to them on their 
screen when you are looking at their eyes on 
your screen. 


• If you need to reference your screen for notes 
or other images while having a conversation it’s 
sometimes best to position PlexiCam in the 
center of your screen.


• If you are using PlexiCam as a teleprompter 
device place the text you are scrolling through 
and reading just behind the PlexiCam and read 
the line above the webcam as you scroll. This 
will minimize your eye movement. Also make 
sure the screen is as far away as possible since 
that will mask any movement of your eyes left 
to right as you read.


Assembly 

Refer to the assembly instructions that are 
included with your PlexiCam.  


Configurations 

There are four PlexiCam models: PlexiCam 
Micro, PlexiCam Mini, PlexicCam Pro, and 
PlexiCam Pro+. There is also an extension that 
can be purchases with the PlexiCam Pro+. No 
matter which PlexiCam you have, they all operate 
the same way.


Simply hang the PlexiCam over the top of your 
monitor and rest or attach your webcam onto the 
shelf shelf.  A threaded quick release screw is 
included for mounting.

PlexiCam™ 
Taking Telepresence to the Next Level

PlexiCam attaches to any monitor by simply 
hanging over the top. 

PlexiCam Micro

PlexiCam Mini

PlexiCam Pro

PlexiCam Pro+

PlexiCam* Support 
You can usually find everything you need to use 
your PlexiCam on PlexiCam.com


You can also email us at info@plexicam.com

http://PlexiCam.com
http://PlexiCam.com


Taking Care of Your PlexiCam 
Your PlexiCam is made out of the highest quality 
acrylic. If you take care of it it should last for many 
years. ONLY use the included microfiber cloth or 
soap and water to clean your PlexiCam. Alcohol or 
solvent-based cleaners will cloud your PlexiCam.

Eye contact is how we naturally 
connect and establish bonds of 
trust and communication. 
PlexiCam makes sure you always 
see eye-to-eye!

Attaching a Ring or LED 
Light to PlexiCam* 
You can use the extra shelf with your PlexiCam 
Pro or PlexiCam Pro+ to attach a ring or LED light. 
Just flip the second longer shelf upside-down and 
and slide it to the top of your PlexiCam. 

PlexiCam as a Teleprompter 
One of the coolest things you can do with your 
PlexiCam is to use it as a teleprompter. Just open a 
document on your monitor, enlarge the font size, 
and scroll through it as you read. Try to keep the 
text you are reading just above the webcam as you 
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PlexiCam lets you place your webcam wherever you want on your monitor, allowing you to maintain eye 
contact while arranging the rest of your desktop around the person you’re talking to.

* These features are only available with the PlexiCam 
Pro or Pro+


